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Introduction o
Fix a = (ao, ... , a") e R"+1 = R"+1 -{0} . The trajectories of the flow on S2n+l cC"+1 given by tt>t:(zo,...,zn)»(z0eia°t,...,z"eia"t) constitute the 1-dimensional leaves (the flow has no fixed points) of a codimension 2« foliation i^ of S2n+1 . Aside from the n + 1 great circles (degenerate tori) determined by \zfi = 1 , the leaves are skew lines on the tori determined by |zn| = Po, ■■■ , \zn\ -Pn, where each pj is constant (and of course p%-\-\-p2 = 1). We use (locally defined) branches of the logarithm to give this foliation a transverse Kahler structure (cf. [D, NT, S] ). The difficulty here is showing that this Kahler structure is globally well defined.
Except when a -(an* ••• > Qo) (the Hopf fibration), the winding lines on the nondegenerate tori are not geodesies. Thus ^ is a nonharmonic Kahler foliation (cf. [NT, 5.3] ). Knowing that arbitrarily near a fixed Hopf foliation, o there exist ^ parametrized by R"+1 , the (real) dimension of the space of (transverse) Kahler foliations near the Hopf foliation is at least n + 1 . The (complex) dimension of the space of (transverse) holomorphic foliations near This construction was presented in [S, §4.8] . I want to thank Philippe Tondeur for encouragement and assistance.
The transverse Kahler structure When a = (1,..., 1), ^ is the Hopf fibration S2n+1 -* CP" induced by the map (z0, ... , Z") l-» [z0, ... , z"].
The generalization of this fibration map for other values of a is a "root map" that is only locally defined but may be designated by (Zn, .. 
so that (locally) the leaf (zoe'a°', ... , znela"') gets mapped to a single point since T^-4,-=-= -J~--, j,ke{0,...,n}.
(z/(.e,'0*')a°'"a*'"a" za°'" °*'" a"
To define transversely holomorphic coordinate charts (see, for example, [S, §3.3] ), fix (zn, ... , zn) e S2"+1 with zk / 0 and choose a branch for the (ao •••ay -a")th power of each Zj . Then the "root map" is locally well defined and images of the leaves are points. Moreover, the image under the root map of a neighborhood U in its domain may be identified with a neighborhood V c CP" that (locally) can be given holomorphic coordinates V •-* C", and these induce transversely holomorphic coordinates on U :
U -► RxV -► RxC"
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One can also pull back the Fubini-Study metric on CP" along these root maps to obtain a globally well-defined transverse Hermitian metric compatible with this "canonical" transverse almost complex structure. In particular, the imaginary part of the Fubini-Study metric is a closed 2-form ilCp», so the pulled-back 2-form ila is also closed. The structure induced by the (locally defined) root maps forces QQ to have rank 2n and to be smooth and closed. We will now see that ila is globally well defined.
To be more concrete, with respect to local coordinates in a particular homogeneous coordinate system on CP" , e.g., C, = Wj7«0, J=1,...,A7, the Kahler form from the Fubini-Study metric is given by n ir. i (i+ici2)s;=1^ adip -e;,"=i Cp^dCp a di"
HcMO -5 (l + ICI2)2 [W, p. 190] . Denote a~ = an • • • 3) • • • a" , a product of n real numbers that we will encounter repeatedly. Qcp" can be pulled back using r -V is globally well defined. It is obviously compatible with its own natural transverse complex structure. We thus have a transverse Kahler structure on ya , the 1-dimensional foliation of S2"+1 .
